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What is Get 
Backers ?

Get Backers is a reward-based crowdfunding platform that brings together experienced innovators as campaign 
owners that need funds with backers by implementing roadmap based funding.

A Company life cycle is similar with a Butterfly Metamorphosis. They starts from an egg (beginning from zero), 
becomes a caterpillar (funding), cocoon (rapid growth), and ultimately spreads its wings to fly (maturity).

 Get Backers will help craft industry players who are currently in the caterpillar and cocoon stage in their journey to 
become a majestic butterfly.



What can you do with us?

Campaign 
Owner Backers

Create campaign
&

Get fundings

Support campaign
&

Get rewards

Engage In
 community



Campaign 
Type

Fixed Campaign
Target campaign has to be fulfilled to get the funding

Flexible Campaign
Target campaign does not have to be fulfilled to get funding as 
long as the campaign owner has capability to fulfill the reward 
even if only 1 backers backed the campaign



Roadmap 
Based 

Funding

Once the campaign target fulfilled, Campaign Owners will get the 
funding based on the roadmap proposed.

Example:
Phase 1    →   30 Days   →   to set up workshop           →      50% funds
Phase 2   →   45 Days   →   production & delivery       →      30% funds
Finished phase  →  all reward has been delivered   →      20% funds

Get Backers will hold the last 20% funding until all rewards has been 
delivered.
The funding in every phase will be eligible based on performance to fulfill 
previous phase, including update to Backers

50% 20%

Setup workshop Delivered rewards

First Phase Finish Phase

30%

production

Second  Phase



Community 
(Social Media) 

Features

Get Backers have internal social media 
features to help Campaign Owners to 
interact with Backers.

Campaign Owners will update their 
progress to fulfill the reward.

This features open the opportunity of 
backers & campaign owners to collaborate 
in deeper level.



Partnership Proposal

Campaign 
booster on all Get 

Backers platform

Commision fee

Fixed Campaign        :   10% 5%
Flexible Campaign  :   16% 5%

from success campaign 



Get 
Backers 
Platform 

Today 
https://www.thegetbackers.com

Main Landing Page Campaign Page



Get 
Backers 
Platform 

Today 
https://www.thegetbackers.com

Backing Page



Thank 
You

Together with
Get Backers

We will embark on a journey together to 

create a story hand in hand like the spirit of 

Indonesia: mutual-cooperation.
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